any diagnostic source information. This interpretation of the flattening of source ROCs as being due to guessing noise allows the signal detection approach to account for the seemingly incongruent ROCs found in the literature.
An alternative yet similar account was previously proposed by DeCarlo (2003a; see also DeCarlo, 2002) . In this mixture distribution signal detection model, there is an additional signal distribution to describe items that are presented but not attended to during study. Participants have no source information available for items that they did not attend to, and so the distribution of unattended targets contains no systematic source information. In this model, targets can thus enter one of two discrete states: They can have been attended to during study or not. As in a discrete-state model, a mixture parameter governs the probability with which targets enter either state. This mixture account provides a better description of source ROCs than does a pure signal detection model, using an additional mixture parameter that is theoretically driven and psychologically plausible.
One common thread of these studies is that models based only on threshold processes are not considered competitive, given the curvilinear ROCs found in item and source memory. The discussion is, instead, focused on the question of whether a signal detection model augmented by an additional discrete process (recollection or mixture distribution) can reproduce the observed ROCs. The dismissal of discrete-state models on the basis of curvilinear ROCs relies on the idea that threshold models predict linear ROCs not only for binary responses (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005; Murdock, 1974) , but also when rating scales are used (e.g., Hilford et al., 2002) . Actually, a debate regarding the representation of rating responses in threshold models pointed out long ago that this is a misconception (e.g., Broadbent, 1966; Krantz, 1969; Larkin, 1965; Lee, 1963; Nachmias & Steinman, 1963; Watson & Bourbon, 1965; Wickelgren, 1968) .
As several authors have argued before (e.g., Bröder & Schütz, 2009; Erdfelder & Buchner, 1998; Falmagne, 1985; Krantz, 1969; Malmberg, 2002) , discrete-state models must specify how mental states (such as a mental state with item memory, but without source memory) map onto the available responses. For binary old/new and source decisions, the issue of response mapping is trivial, as elaborated below, but for graded response formats, a more complex mapping of states on responses is needed. Malmberg (2002) demonstrated that a two-high threshold model can thereby produce curvilinear ROCs, including the asymmetrical functions predicted by signal detection models with unequal variances and by Yonelinas's (1999) dualprocess model. In the domain of item memory, Bröder and Schütz recently showed that ROC functions obtained with binary old/new responses and experimental manipulations of old/new response bias have a linear shape, as predicted by a discrete-state model. These authors argued (1) that it may be premature to dismiss discrete-state models on the basis of curvilinear ROCs defined by confidence ratings and (2) that the shape of the ROCs based on confidence ratings may not be diagnostic. 1997, 1999 ). This preference is based on research in which confidence ratings for source memory were collected and used to compile so-called receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) functions (Glanzer et al., 2004; Hilford, Glanzer, Kim, & DeCarlo, 2002; Qin, Raye, Johnson, & Mitchell, 2001; Slotnick & Dodson, 2005; Slotnick, Klein, Dodson, & Shimamura, 2000; Yonelinas, 1999) . The use of ROC functions is familiar from studies of item memory (for reviews, see Wixted, 2007; Yonelinas & Parks, 2007) , in which discrete-state models predict linear ROCs (for binary response formats), whereas signal detection models predict curvilinear ones.
According to the hybrid model proposed by Yonelinas (1999) , item memory judgments are based on both familiarity processes (defined by a signal detection model) and recollection processes (defined as a threshold process). In this model, source judgments are based on recollection for sources equated in familiarity, leading to linear ROCs. For sources differing in familiarity, familiarity is a diagnostic feature in source discrimination, leading to curvilinear ROCs. In order to test these predictions, Yonelinas (1999) compared source ROCs for sources equated in familiarity with source ROCs for differentially familiar sources. The results were generally consonant with the model predictions, with linear source ROC functions (pooled across old/new confidence ratings) when the familiarity levels of both Sources A and B were equivalent. When familiarity differed between sources, the observed ROC was curvilinear, reflecting the operation of a familiarity process, according to Yonelinas (1999) .
The claim of linear source ROCs for equally familiar sources was, however, questioned by Qin et al. (2001) , who observed curvilinear ROC functions. Slotnick et al. (2000) also reported curvilinear source ROCs (pooled across old/new confidence ratings), albeit with a lesser degree of curvature than typically observed for item memory ROCs (see also Hilford et al., 2002) . Although this flattening is problematic for the Gaussian assumption of SDT (Green & Swets, 1966) , these results broadly support a model in which both item and source judgments are based on continuous processes.
One of the issues raised by Slotnick et al. (2000) was that the shape of the source ROCs depended on the previous old/new rating. Slotnick et al. presented so-called refined source ROCs computed conditionally on fixed levels of confidence in the old/new response. Source ROCs for the most confident old responses were highly curvilinear, whereas source ROCs based on lower levels of old/new confidence were increasingly flattened (see also the present Figure 3 , lower right panel). This direct relationship between curvature and old/new confidence rating was ascribed to "guessing noise" by Slotnick and Dodson (2005) , a potential source of distortion of ROCs originally proposed by Ratcliff, McKoon, and Tindall (1994) . Through a reanalysis of the data from Yonelinas (1999) and two additional experiments in which memory strength was manipulated, Slotnick and Dodson showed that the amount of noise appeared to increase with decreasing memory strength, as participants become less likely to remember ture of two distributions. But these are not identified with nonattended and attended targets, respectively; instead, one distribution is said to represent a state of familiarity without source memory, the other one a state of recollection with diagnostic item and source information. There are thus three normal distributions for studied items: one for studied items from Source A, one for studied items from Source B, and a third distribution representing a state of familiarity with lowered mean on the axis representing item memory and without diagnostic source information. Source and item information are assumed to vary independently in each distribution. Response bounds are linear, but response bounds for the source judgment are estimated separately for each level of confidence in the old/new response. Hautus et al. (2008, p. 892) were motivated by the desire to extend the menu of models from which researchers can choose in modeling given data, in order to increase the chances of finding a model that is capable of describing all the data sets considered. In the present article, we follow this research strategy, adding a discrete-state model to the set of candidate models. We evaluate the performance of this model in the enlarged set of models, using the same statistical criteria and ROC analyses as those adopted by Hautus et al. for the purpose. We also fitted Onyper et al.'s (2010) model.
THE DISCRETE-STATE MODEL
We build on the well-known multinomial model of source monitoring originally proposed by Batchelder and Riefer (1990) in the two-high threshold version developed by Bayen et al. (1996) . Consider first the case of dichotomous responses. In a typical source-monitoring experiment, participants acquire information from two sources, Source A and Source B. At test, the participants are presented Source A items, Source B items, and new items in a mixed list. For each item, they are asked to decide whether it is old or new. Given an old response, they are to decide whether it stems from Source A or B. In the case of a new response, source decisions are typically not required.
It is convenient to present the model in two parts, a stimulus-state mapping and a state-response mapping.
Stimulus-State Mapping
In Bayen et al.'s (1996) model, we can distinguish five mental states, M 1 to M 5 (see Figure 1 ):
For an A item, it is remembered that the item is old and from Source A. M 2 : For a B item, it is remembered that the item is old and from Source B. M 3 : For an old item, it is remembered that the item is old, but memory for the source is absent. M 4 : For a new item, it is detected that it is new. M 5 : For an item presented at test, it is not remembered that the item is old, and it is not detected that the item is new.
Toward an Extended Model for Item and Source Memory
The signal detection models discussed so far did not attempt to account for both item and source memory ROCs simultaneously. In order to account for both item and source memory and corresponding ROCs, DeCarlo (2003b) proposed a two-dimensional signal detection model (see also Ashby, 1988 Ashby, , 1992 Banks, 2000; Kinchla, 1994; Tanner, 1956; Wickens, 1992) . The model postulates three twodimensional normal distributions: one for new items, one for studied items from Source A, and one for studied items from Source B. One axis in the two-dimensional space represents item memory, the second source memory. Like its one-dimensional counterpart, the two-dimensional signal detection model assumes linear response bounds for each of the memory judgments involved. Despite capturing the overall pattern of the Slotnick et al. (2000) and Yonelinas (1999) data sets, the overall goodness of fit (evaluated, e.g., through the G 2 measure of goodness of fit described below) was poor. The DeCarlo (2003b) model does, however, represent the first attempt to model both types of ROCs simultaneously.
Its limitations were highly informative for Hautus, Macmillan, and Rotello (2008) , who implemented a series of modifications to the original model in a stepwise fashion, greatly increasing its ability to account for the three data sets considered-that is, for the data from Yonelinas's (1999) Experiment 2 and for the data from Slotnick et al.'s (2000) Experiments 2 and 3. These data sets have repeatedly been used in developing comprehensive models of item and source memory.
The first modification was the use of likelihood ratio bounds, instead of linear response bounds, for source ratings. This modification (Model 1) resulted in a substantial increase in goodness of fit, and it accounted for the observed flattening of refined source ROCs contingent on level of old/new confidence. Model 1 also accommodated source ROCs that were curved when represented in z-coordinates, which, until then, only hybrid models could predict.
In a second step, Hautus et al. (2008) proposed that ratings corresponding to a new response are followed by simple source guessing. The implementation of this idea (Model 2) led to another substantial increase in goodness of fit.
The final modification to DeCarlo's (2003b) twodimensional model was to introduce a noise distribution modeling old items that were not attended to during study. The resulting model (Model 3) further increased goodness of fit and outperformed the other models even when the increased complexity of the model was taken into account by means of model selection indices that penalize a model for its complexity. This final model represents a tremendous improvement in the ability of the signal detection framework to account for both item and source ROCs, and it is the best account in the literature so far.
A related model was, however, recently proposed by Onyper, Zhang, and Howard (2010) . As in Hautus et al.'s (2008) Model 3, studied items are represented by a mix-
State-Response Mapping for Dichotomous Data
The model is completed by adding the state-response mapping that specifies how the mental states map onto the observable responses. The state-response mapping is shown in the lower part of Figure 1 . For each mental state, it specifies first the probability with which an old or new response will be elicited in that state (column labeled "Old/ New Response"), followed by the conditional probability of a Source A or B response given an old response (column labeled "Source Response Given Old Response").
In mental state M 1 , there is both item and source memory for a presented A item. Hence, the old response has a probability of one, the new response a probability of zero. Following the old response, the response A is given with a probability of one, and the response B with a probability of zero.
In mental state M 3 , there is item memory, leading to old responses with a probability of one; but there is no source memory, so Source A is guessed with a probability of g, and Source B with a probability of 1 g.
In mental state M 4 , it is detected that a new item is new, and the new response is given with a probability of one. Because only new responses arise in this mental state, the response mapping for the source decision need not be specified (a source decision is typically not required for new responses).
In mental state M 5 , there is neither item nor source memory. The old/new response is then guessed with a probability of b for an old response and 1 b for a new response. In the case of an old response, a source decision is required, and Source A is guessed with a probability of a and Source B with a probability of 1 a. Frequently, source guessing with item memory (state M 3 ) and source guessing without item memory (state M 5 ) are described by the same parameter; that is, g is set equal to a.
Note that guessing as reflected in parameters a, b, and g is not necessarily random guessing. Guessing comprises a variety of informed guessing strategies influenced by various sources of information such as base rates, metacognitive inferences, strategies, and so forth, in the absence of a clear memory-based signal as to the appropriate response.
State-Response Mapping for Rating Data
Can the model for dichotomous responses be extended to paradigms in which item and/or source decisions are collected by means of confidence ratings? Consider, for example, an experiment with 6-point rating scales for item recognition and source discrimination, in which participants judge each item twice, once with respect to whether it was old (responses 6, 5, and 4 in order of decreasing confidence) or new (responses 3, 2, and 1 in order of increasing confidence), and once with respect to whether it stemmed from Source A (responses 1, 2, and 3 in order of decreasing confidence) or Source B (responses 4, 5, and 6 in order of increasing confidence). Thus, each response falls into one of the cells of a 6 6 matrix, with rows coding the old/new rating and columns the source rating. The data, aggregated across items, can be summarized by three such matrices: one for A items, one for B items, and one Distractor detection as described in state M 4 is believed to rely on metacognitive inference. For example, seeing a new item, participants may infer that it is new on the basis of, for example, some unusual feature of it, idiosyncratic associations it evokes, or its overall incongruency with the set of targets (Strack & Bless, 1994) .
The stimulus-state mapping shown in the upper part of Figure D A : the probability of remembering that an A item is old; D B : the probability of remembering that a B item is old; D N : the probability of detecting that a new item is new; d A : the probability of remembering the source of an A item, given item memory; d B : the probability of remembering the source of a B item, given item memory.
For example, according to Figure 1 , the probability of entering state M 1 for an A item is given by D A d A . 
Need notbe specified. 
No item memory or distractor detection. Response Mapping section), it is not reasonable to assume that detect states such as M 1 are invariably mapped onto highest confidence responses (see Onyper et al., 2010 , for a similar assumption in the signal detection framework).
In mental state M 1 , there is also memory for Source A; hence, the Source B responses on the source-rating scale (i.e., 4, 5, and 6) receive a probability of zero, as in the dichotomous case. Conditional on each of the three old responses that can arise in M 1 , the parameters s specify the probabilities of the three Source A responses. For example, s (1 | 5) is the probability of using source-rating category 1 given an old/new rating of 5. There are now three rows of s parameters, because the s parameters are defined conditionally on the actual old response. In each row, the three s parameters have to sum to one, so that each row contributes only two free parameters. The source-rating parameters for the rows with new responses need not be specified, because new responses do not occur in state M 1 .
In mental state M 3 , there is item memory without source memory. The source-rating parameters in state M 3 have been named g o , because they correspond to the sourceguessing parameter g in the dichotomous case.
In mental state M 4 , it is detected that a new item is new. Unlike in the dichotomous case, source ratings are now also available for new responses; hence, new parameters for source guessing are required conditional on the new responses in state M 4 . They were named g n .
for new items. Cell entries are the frequencies with which the combinations of old/new rating and source rating were observed. The data by Yonelinas (1999, Experiment 2) follow this format.
It is, in fact, straightforward to extend the model to this response format. The stimulus-state mapping is unchanged, because it is independent of response format. In consequence, only the state-response mapping must be extended, which can be done in a natural fashion. Table 1 shows the appropriate state-response mapping. As for the dichotomous case, the mapping specifies the probabilities of the different old/new responses (column labeled "Old/New Parameters") and the conditional probabilities of the different source-rating responses given one of the possible old/new ratings for each mental state (columns headed "Source Rating Parameters").
In mental state M 1 , there is both item memory and source memory for Source A. Because there is item memory, the new responses on the old/new scale (i.e., 1, 2, and 3) receive a probability of zero, as in the dichotomous case. There are, however, three old responses (6, 5, and 4 ) that can occur, and the probabilities of using these in state M 1 are modeled by three parameters, r(6 | M 1 ), r(5 | M 1 ), and r(4 | M 1 ), one for each old response. The three r parameters have to sum to one, so that there are only two free parameters to be estimated. For reasons elaborated below (i.e., for variations in response style; see the Simplifying the State- 
b(3) a n (1 | 3) a n (2 | 3) a n (3 | 3) a n (4 | 3) a n (5 | 3) a n (6 | 3) 2 b(2) a n (1 | 2) a n (2 | 2) a n (3 | 2) a n (4 | 2) a n (5 | 2) a n (6 | 2) 1 b(1) a n (1 | 1) a n (2 | 1) a n (3 | 1) a n (4 | 1) a n (5 | 1) a n (6 | 1) Note-Rat., rating; Par., parameter. Old/new and source ratings range from 6 (confident old and confident Source B, respectively) to 1 (confident new and confident Source A, respectively).
old response of highest confidence (i.e., 6) to rows with lower levels of confidence, interindividual differences in extreme response style should lead to dispersed data in the first row with many extreme source ratings, but source ratings should be successively more compressed toward the cautious middle source ratings (i.e., 4 or 3) for lower levels of confidence in the old response.
A second principle is response editing for consistency between ratings (Tourangeau, Rips, & Rasinski, 2000) . Participants attempt to maintain consistency between successive ratings. For example, it would be inconsistent to respond new to a test item and then ascribe it to one of the two sources with high confidence. In other words, to the extent to which the item is judged new, source ratings should be compressed toward the middle categories (see also Slotnick & Dodson, 2005) . This would add to the effects of interindividual differences in extreme response style for old responses and would counteract, and perhaps override, such effects for new responses. Hautus et al. (2008) appealed to a similar idea to justify the use of a separate set of guessing parameters for the new responses in their Models 2 and 3.
A third observation is that the mental states considered here differ in the amount of information that is available in each case. Thus, in states M 1 and M 2 , there is both item and source information, whereas in M 3 and M 4 , there is only item information but no source information. Finally, in M 5 , there is not even item information. It seems plausible that this could lead to differences between these states in the overall level of confidence with which old/ new ratings are made and, hence, in the willingness to use extreme response categories for these ratings. Similarly, there might be differences between the states with and without source memory in the overall level of confidence with which source ratings are made.
Each of these principles suggests that certain groups of parameters should differ mostly in the extent to which responses are compressed toward the middle categories. For example, the extreme response style and the consistency principle suggest that parameter values g o a o should be most dispersed across the six columns in the row with an old/new rating of 6 (see Table 1 ), but successively compressed toward the middle for old/new ratings of 5 and 4. That is, in these rows, the probability of cautious source ratings should increase at the expense of the probability of extreme source ratings. Response editing for consistency similarly suggests a compression toward the middle in source ratings given a new response for parameters g n a n .
We modeled this idea by defining a compression function. The compression function used two parameters: a parameter for overall shape and a compression factor , regulating the amount of compression toward middle scale categories. Figure 2 shows how the function works. It takes as input a set of probabilities for the six rating categories and transforms these by compressing them toward the middle. In Figure 2 , this is shown starting from a probability distribution with equal probabilities for the six rating categories (line labeled 0). This is subjected to four transformations with an increasingly high compresSimilarly, in mental state M 5 , there is neither item memory nor distractor detection. Parameters b (1), . . . , b (6) for guessing the old/new response correspond conceptually to the b parameter of the dichotomous case. The sourcerating parameters in state M 5 , given an old response, have been named a o , because they correspond to the sourceguessing parameter a in the dichotomous case. Unlike in the dichotomous case, source ratings are now also available for new responses; hence, new parameters for source guessing are required conditional on the new responses in state M 5 . They are named a n .
Simplifying the State-Response Mapping
It is in the nature of discrete-state models that they require many parameters for complex response formats. If the interest is in measuring item and source memory, the parameters governing the state-response mapping can be considered nuisance parameters, and estimation and inference can focus on the parameters of the stimulus-state mapping. One advantage is that the memory parameters governing the stimulus-state mapping are then estimated with minimal assumptions about scale usage. 1 However, in a model comparison context, models with fewer parameters, such as the Hautus et al. (2008) models, would probably be preferred for reasons of parsimony.
The state-response mapping can be considerably simplified using substantive assumptions. The adequacy of the assumptions can be assessed by the simplified model's ability to fit the empirical data. In the present case, a standard move frequently made for dichotomous data is to set equal source-guessing parameters g and a (e.g., Bayen et al., 1996) . This can analogously be done for rating data, and thus, we set equal corresponding a o and g o parameters, as well as corresponding a n and g n parameters. 2 Furthermore, in states M 1 and M 2 , there is source memory for A and B, respectively. We assumed that scale usage for source ratings would be symmetrical in this case, and thus, we constrained source-rating parameters s expressing equal levels of confidence to be equal for M 1 and M 2 . 3 In a similar vein, we assumed that scale usage for old/ new ratings would be the same in these two states. Thus, we constrained the three old/new parameters r for state M 1 to be equal to those for state M 2 .
Next, we used three psychological assumptions, pertaining to the so-called extreme response style, consistency between ratings, and a partial ordering of mental states according to level of confidence. The extreme response style refers to a finding from research on response styles. It is found in ratings requiring the participant to respond along an intensity dimension, such as level of confidence. In such situations, some persons have a tendency to use the extreme alternatives, whereas others tend to employ the middle categories with greater frequency (e.g., Hamilton, 1968) . In the present context, this means that we can expect a correlation between rating extremity for old/new ratings and rating extremity for source ratings caused by interindividual differences in extreme response style. 4 Consider the 6 6 table cross-tabulating old/new ratings and source ratings, with response frequencies aggregated across participants. Moving down from the row with pression pattern: Middle categories are increasingly preferred as confidence in the old response decreases. Source guessing given new responses (parameters g n a n for states M 4 and M 5 ) seems to be dominated by the consistency principle: After a new response, guesses are strongly biased toward the middle rating categories. Source guessing after new responses is, in fact, more or less independent of the level of confidence in the new response, indicating that there is room for further simplification of the state-response mapping.
To evaluate models, Hautus et al. (2008) presented graphical ROC analyses (for the Yonelinas, 1999 , Experiment 2 data), as well as quantitative assessments of model performance. Figure 3 shows the observed ROCs and those predicted by the discrete-state model for the data in Yonelinas (1999, Experiment 2). The upper left panel presents the old/new ROCs pooled across source sion factor of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. It can be seen that the effect is to weight middle categories successively more heavily at the expense of the extreme categories.
Use of the compression function allows us to model most parameter groups more parsimoniously. For example, the parameters g o a o are modeled by using only one set of six parameter values (of which five are non redundant) to describe source ratings under the highest level of old/ new confidence-that is, for the row with an old/new rating of 6 in Table 1 . The parameter values for rows with less extreme old ratings are generated from these through the use of two compression factors: one for the row with an old/new rating of 5 and one for the row with an old/new rating of 4. This replaces 15 3 5 parameters with 7 5 2 parameters. Details are described in the Appendix. The resulting simplified model has 32 parameters for the Yonelinas (1999 
RESULTS
The discrete-state model was fitted to the three data sets analyzed by Hautus et al. (2008) -that is, to the data from Yonelinas (1999, Experiment 2) and the data from Slotnick et al. (2000, Experiments 2 and 3)-using the maximum likelihood method. 5 (State 1: recollection) , or there can be only item information (State 2: familiarity). In addition, there is a relatively complex response mapping in that a separate set of response bounds for source judgments is used for each level of old/new rating. In the present article, we went all the way to a discrete-state model. We then placed the model in the set of models considered by Hautus et al. and tested how it performed according to the rules adopted by these authors. In terms of these rules, the present model wins the competition over the models considered by Hautus et al. As compared with Onyper et al.'s model, the model comparison resulted in a tie.
We believe that the discrete-state model is thereby established as a viable alternative to the model endorsed by Hautus et al. (2008) and to Onyper et al.'s (2010) model. One limitation of these analyses is that the model selection criteria AIC and BIC make only rough and approximate corrections for a model's flexibility (Pitt et al., 2002) . More appropriate corrections would take the functional form of the model into account, as is done in model selection criteria based on minimum description length (Pitt et al., 2002) . Although some progress has been made in computing such criteria for multinomial models (Wu, Myung, & Batchelder, 2010) , their computation is a formidable task, beyond the scope of the present article, for the set of models considered here. In consequence, it is possible that some of the competing models, the signal detection models or the number of parameters. Models with smaller values are preferred, indicating that they strike a better compromise between fit and parsimony than do models with larger values (Pitt, Myung, & Zhang, 2002) . 6 Table 4 presents these statistics for the three models proposed by Hautus et al. (2008) , for Onyper et al.'s (2010) model, and for the discrete-state model, separately for each of the three data sets analyzed by Hautus et al. As has already been mentioned, Hautus et al. accepted Model 3 because it outperformed all other models on all indices, with the exception of a better BIC value for Model 2 than for Model 3 for the Slotnick et al. (2000) Experiment 3 data (see Table 4 df, number of parameters/degrees of freedom; G 2 , goodness-of-fit statistic; RMSEA, a measure of approximate fit (RMSEA .05 indicates close fit); AIC, Akaike information criterion computed from G 2 values by adding 2p; BIC, Bayesian information criterion computed from G 2 by adding plog(n), where n is the number of cells in the data matrix (see Hautus et al., 2008) . Values of AIC and BIC for Hautus et al.'s models were recomputed for the Slotnick et al. (2000) data sets because some of the values in Hautus et al. (Table 3) are not consistent with the reported G 2 values; see also note 5.
is modeled entirely by the state-response mapping in what could be argued to be ad hoc simplifications of it, and there is some truth to that argument.
But the argument can also be turned around. Response editing for consistency and variations in extreme response style by themselves account for the observed compression pattern. These phenomena modulate scale usage, and hence, it is appropriate to model their effects in the stateresponse mapping of the model. Conversely, where these phenomena are not factored into the response-mapping part of a model, they will artifactually distort other parts of the model. Thus, it could be argued that the pattern of bivariate correlations, the use of likelihood ratio bounds, and the addition of a noise distribution are distortions forced upon the signal detection framework to cope with a compression pattern that, in reality, largely reflects scale-usage phenomena. In line with this argument, the potentially distorting role of response processes is currently receiving increased attention in the signal detection literature (Benjamin, Diaz, & Wee, 2009; Mueller & Weidemann, 2008) .
There are two conclusions to be drawn from the present modeling exercise. First, the analyzed data are not strong enough to allow one to discriminate between the kind of hybrid signal detection model proposed by Hautus et al. (2008) and Onyper et al. (2010) , on the one hand, and discrete-state models, on the other hand. New and structurally enriched data are required to make this discrimination. Several avenues of research seem promising. A simple approach is to go back to dichotomous old versus new responses and dichotomous Source A versus Source B responses and to manipulate decision bias in item and source recognition experimentally, rather than via confidence ratings. Base rate and payoff manipulations could be used for the purpose (Van Zandt, 2000) . Signal detection models and discrete-state models make unambiguously different predictions for such experiments (Bröder & Schütz, 2009) .
A second approach, independent of response format, is to introduce experimental manipulations targeting certain model parameters of one of the models. For example, a manipulation might be implemented that can be expected, on the basis of substantive psychological theory and independent findings, to influence selectively the proportion p of targets not attended, as per Hautus et al.'s (2008) Model 3. The effect of this manipulation should then map onto the appropriate parameter p of that model selectively, if the model is true, and it would in all likelihood lead to less parsimonious changes in the model parameters of the discrete-state model. Such a result pattern would support the Hautus et al. model and subtract from the plausibility of the discrete-state model.
A third approach in this spirit is to test for source memory for unrecognized items-that is, for evidence for source discrimination among items receiving new ratings. Neither Hautus et al.'s (2008) Model 3 nor the present discrete-state model could account for such a finding without modification. Both in Hautus et al.'s model and in the discrete-state model, source ratings for items rated new are guesses. But as was pointed out by Starns, Hicks, Brown, and Martin (2008), source discrimination discrete-state model, would be penalized more strongly for lack of parsimony than is apparent in AIC or BIC when functional form is taken into account. Nevertheless, the good overall fit of the discrete-state model suggests that the data sets analyzed here do not support a firm decision between the discrete-state model, the model finally accepted by Hautus et al., and Onyper et al.'s model. In modeling complex sets of data, it is almost inevitable that some of the design choices in building a model are ad hoc, data driven, or made out of mathematical convenience, and Hautus et al. (2008) openly acknowledged this in developing their models, where appropriate. 7 The major ad hoc choice in the discrete-state model is the particular function chosen to model the compression in the state-response mapping. The particular exponential function that we used was our first and only choice, but many different functional forms could have been tried out. It seems likely that playing around with different compression functions might sometimes improve and sometimes degrade the model's performance in terms of the criteria used to evaluate models.
One advantage of the discrete-state model is that it uses the same model for the stimulus-state mapping as does Bayen et al.'s (1996) model for dichotomous data, irrespective of response formats. The measurement of memory performance in terms of item and source memory parameters is therefore straightforward and conceptually clear, irrespective of response format. This reflects the fact that different response formats do not alter the stimulus-state mapping. Only the state-response mapping must be adapted.
The downside of this is that major portions of the data were modeled by the state-response mapping. In doing so, we used three substantive assumptions: (1) interindividual differences (and possibly intraindividual differences; see note 4) in extreme response style; (2) response editing for consistency; and (3) the idea that different mental states may differ in overall level of confidence. Assumptions 1 and 2 are based on well-documented phenomena (e.g., Hamilton, 1968; Tourangeau et al., 2000) , and Assumption 3 seems reasonable.
Nevertheless, it could be argued that Hautus et al.'s (2008) Model 3 is the more principled model, inasmuch as a major pattern in the present data sets flows naturally from its assumption. The major pattern is that source ratings are compressed toward the middle as old responses decrease in confidence and for new responses. This pattern is very strong in the Slotnick et al. (2000) data in particular, and it flows from the combination of several features of Hautus et al.'s model: (1) The bivariate correlations of the target distributions, leading to reduced source discrimination for targets with low values on the old/new dimension; (2) the use of likelihood ratio bounds for source decisions; these bounds spread out as a target's value on the old/new dimension decreases from values typical for the target toward values typical for the lures (see, e.g., Figure 8 in Hautus et al., 2008) ; and (3) the use of a distribution for unattended items, leading to lower levels of source discrimination as old/new confidence decreases (Hautus et al., 2008, p. 900) . 8 In contrast, in the discrete-state model, the compression pattern tion-correspond, in order, to the three states M 1 (item and source memory for Source A items), M 2 (item and source memory for Source B items), and M 3 (item memory but no source memory) of the discrete-state model. Both models are thus in line with the assumption that recognition memory depends on two distinguishable memory signals, often termed familiarity and recollection, which they conceptualize in roughly similar ways as processes subserving item memory and item-cum-source-memory, respectively. They thereby provide measurement tools for quantifying the separate contributions of these processes in observed recognition data (Batchelder & Riefer, 1999) , and they impose constraints on the development of more fine-grained models of the underlying encoding and retrieval processes (e.g., Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997) . Both models also agree in that states with diagnostic information are not simply mapped onto highest confidence responses but always give rise to a range of responses.
There are, however, two major theoretical differences between the discrete-state model and signal detection models. One is the obvious difference that memory signals are graded along continuous dimensions in the signal detection models, whereas they are all-or-none in the discretestate model. The second, less obvious, difference is that the discrete-state model incorporates a state of distractor detection, a process of active rejection for new items, that has no conceptual counterpart in the signal detection models. As was already mentioned, distractor detection is assumed to be based on metacognitive inference. For example, seeing a new item, participants may infer that it is new on the basis of, for example, some unusual feature of it, idiosyncratic associations it evokes, or its overall incongruency with the set of targets (Strack & Bless, 1994) , among other things. Supplementing the strategies for discriminating between models considered above, distractor detection, in particular, may well turn out to be a source of several distinctive predictions of discrete-state models.
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for unrecognized items would flow naturally from a bivariate signal detection model without source guessing for new responses under certain conditions, and Onyper et al.'s (2010) model could probably model it. There is, however, little evidence for source memory for unrecognized targets in either the Slotnick et al. (2000) data or the Yonelinas (1999) data analyzed here. Starns et al. (2008) reported three experiments in which they found source discrimination for unrecognized targets in a condition with a conservative old/new criterion. As was acknowledged by Starns et al., the results from the first two experiments are open to alternative explanations, due to the fact that old/new decisions and source ascriptions were collected in separate phases of the experiment. In Experiment 3, item and source decisions were made successively for each item presented at test. However, in this experiment, an unusual feature was that participants knew that an unrecognized target was an old item when they were asked to ascribe it to a source despite an initial new response. Knowledge of this may have promoted a second attempt at retrieving information for the item, an attempt that may sometimes have elicited sufficient information to allow the participants to ascribe the item to the correct source (and to correct the initial new judgment if the participants had been allowed to do so). In sum, although it is suggestive and worth further research, we feel that the evidence on source recognition for unrecognized items is currently not strong enough to stop thinking about discrete-state models.
A second conclusion is a caveat. As was pointed out above, interindividual differences in scale usage may be responsible for some of the systematic patterns in the data analyzed here, and they have the potential to distort one's model when not taken into account. More generally, a model that fits each individual's data need not fit the data aggregated across individuals if participants differ in scale usage or memory performance. Conversely, a model fitting the aggregate data may well be outside the class of models that generate each individual's data. Interindividual differences are ubiquitous, and they need to be taken into account if any progress is to be made in uncovering the processes underlying participants' responses.
Individual data are usually not rich enough to fit the kind of model considered here for each individual separately, but there is a compromise between the extremes of individual and aggregate analyses, the hierarchical modeling approach (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) . Considerable progress has been made in the last decade in developing hierarchical models for discrete-state models (Klauer, 2006 (Klauer, , 2010 Smith & Batchelder, 2010) , as well as for signal detection models (Rouder & Lu, 2005) , and we believe that the field would profit from using such models to make appropriate corrections for the distorting effects of interindividual differences in the analyses.
In conclusion, what are the implications of the present analyses and model for memory theory? Conceptually, the three distributions for targets in Onyper et al.'s (2010) model-one for Source A items with diagnostic item and source information, one for Source B items with diagnostic item and source information, and one for studied items with diagnostic item information, but without source informa-
Using the Function in the State-Response Mapping
Consider first the source-rating parameters. As was already mentioned, we set equal corresponding g o and a o parameters, as well as corresponding g n and a n parameters. We refer to these parameter groups as g o and g n , respectively, in the following. The same u parameter was used for both parameter groups. On the basis of the ideas of extreme response style and response editing for consistency, the row of g o parameters with old rating 6 (highest old confidence; see Table 1 ) was not compressed ( 0), and the other two rows used the same parameters for the six source-rating categories, but transformed with different compression factors, one for each row.
These same compression factors were also used for the s parameters that describe source ratings in states M 1 and M 2 (see Table 1 ). On the basis of the idea that states with source memory (M 1 and M 2 ) may differ in overall level of confidence for source ratings from states without it (M 3 , M 4 , and M 5 ), a different parameter u was, however, used for the s parameters as a group. A1 Extreme response style and the consistency principle also operate on the g n parameters for source guessing,
given a new response in states M 3 and M 4 . Different compression factors were therefore used for the different rows of g n parameters, one of which could be set to a zero value of no compression to fix the scale. Turning to the old/new parameters, we set u 1 for all of them. This can be done without loss of generality, because changes in u can be compensated for by changes in other parameters in this part of the model. As was already mentioned in the body of the text, the parameters r for old ratings in states M 1 and M 2 were set equal.
These and the b parameters were estimated without compression factor ( 0), again without loss of generality. The same parameters r were also used for old ratings in state M 3 and for new ratings in state M 4 (mirrored at the scale's midpoint), but in line with the idea that M 3 and M 4 might differ in overall level of confidence for old/new rating from M 1 and M 2 , different compression factors were used for the group of r parameters in state M 3 and for the group of r parameters in state M 4 .
To summarize, the state-response mapping for the Yonelinas (1999) data comprises the following parameters: 1. Five (nonredundant) category parameters and two compression factors generating the g o parameters. The category parameter estimates are the six source-rating parameters shown in Table 3 in the row with old/new rating 6 for state M 3 (and M 5 ), one of which is redundant. The category parameters in rows with old/new ratings 5 and 4 were generated from these via the compression function with compression factors estimated as 0.31 and 0.72, respectively.
2. Five category parameters and two compression factors for the g n parameters. The category parameter estimates are the six source-rating parameters shown in Table 3 in the row with old/new rating 3 for state M 4 (and M 5 ), one of which is redundant. The category parameters in rows with old/new ratings 2 and 1 were generated from these, with compression factors estimated as 0.02 and 0.06, respectively. 3. One u parameter common to the g o and g n parameters. Its value was estimated to be 1.77. 4. Two (nonredundant) category parameters and one parameter u for the s parameters for source ratings in states M 1 and M 2 . The category parameter estimates are the three parameter values shown in Table 3 in the row with old/new rating 6 for state M 1 , one of which is redundant. The u parameter was estimated to be 8.15. 5. Five (nonredundant) b parameters for old/new ratings in state M 5 . The parameter estimates are shown in Table 3 in the column headed "Old/New Parameters" for state M 5 ; one of them is redundant.
6. Two (nonredundant) category parameters and two compression factors for the r parameters for old/new ratings in states M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , and M 4 . The category parameter estimates are shown in Table 3 in the column headed "Old/New Parameters" for state M 1 (and M 2 ), one of which is redundant. The category parameters for states M 3 and M 4 (mirror imaged) were generated from these with compression factors estimated as 0.62 and 2.11, respectively.
Taken together, there are 27 parameters defining the simplified state-response mapping. The estimates for the five parameters of the stimulus-state mapping are shown in Table 2 .
The same state-response mapping was used for the Slotnick and Dodson (2005) data with straightforward changes to accommodate for the 7-point rating scales used for these data. Following Hautus et al. (2008) , the old/new categories 7, 6, and 5 were considered old categories, the remaining categories new categories for the source-guessing parameters g o and g n . Given item and/or source memory, we assumed that participants would use one of the three appropriate response categories on the respective rating scales, leaving out the middle category 4 (e.g., participants remembering that an item is old would choose one of the old/new categories 5, 6, or 7, as governed by the r parameters). The simplified state-response mapping requires 31 parameters for this response format.
APPENDIX NOTE
A1. We could have estimated new compression factors for these parameters, but this would have introduced two new parameters (one parameter for each row of old response confidence, one of which can be fixed to zero). As was already mentioned, parameter u has effects qualitatively similar to those of parameter , and it allowed us to model a different overall level of compression for the s parameters through the use of only one additional parameter. 
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